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Abstract Sharing information among multiple learning agents can accelerate learning. It
could be particularly useful if learners operate in continuously changing environments,
because a learner could benefit from previous experience of another learner to adapt to their
new environment. Such group-adaptive learning has numerous applications, from predicting
financial time-series, through content recommendation systems, to visual understanding for
adaptive autonomous agents. Here we address the problem in the context of online adaptive
learning. We formally define the learning settings of Group Online Adaptive Learning and
derive an algorithm named Shared Online Adaptive Learning (SOAL) to address it. SOAL
avoids explicitly modeling changes or their dynamics, and instead shares information contin-
uously. The key idea is that learners share a common small pool of experts, which they can use
in a weighted adaptive way. We define group adaptive regret and prove that SOAL maintains
known bounds on the adaptive regret obtained for single adaptive learners. Furthermore, it
quickly adapts when learning tasks are related to each other. We demonstrate the benefits of
the approach for two domains: vision and text. First, in the visual domain, we study a visual
navigation task where a robot learns to navigate based on outdoor video scenes. We show
how navigation can improve when knowledge from other robots in related scenes is available.
Second, in the text domain, we create a new dataset for the task of assigning submitted papers
to relevant editors. This is, inherently, an adaptive learning task due to the dynamic nature
of research fields evolving in time. We show how learning to assign editors improves when
knowledge from other editors is available. Together, these results demonstrate the benefits
for sharing information across learners in concurrently changing environments.
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1 Introduction

Sharing information among learning agents is beneficial inmany learning scenarios, including
multi-task learning (Caruana 1997; Argyriou et al. 2008) and knowledge transfer (Pan and
Yang 2010) and has been mostly studied in stationary environments. The current paper
addresses information sharing in non-stationary environments. Here each individual learner
adapts to its own drifting distribution while potentially benefiting from information shared
by other learners.

As one illustrative example, consider a set of interactive domestic robots, each located
in the kitchen of a different home. The distribution of objects encountered by each robot
may change with time, and some objects may be found in more than one home. By sharing
knowledge about their environments with other robots, each robot can learn to recognize
objects faster and more accurately.

Various other real-life applications involve learning multiple models for non-stationary
data streams. In financial time-series prediction, separate learners are trained for separate
financial instruments and generalization across instruments can be useful. In recommending
news items to users, the model of one user could be useful for recommending items for other
users. All these cases involve multiple data streams, each sampled from a non-stationary and
possibly different distribution, and learning could potentially improve by sharing information
between learners.

The current paper presents a novel learning setting which has three key characteristics.
First, environments change with time, hence we wish that learning agents continuously adapt
to the changes. Second, history may repeat itself and agents may need to record long-past
events. Third, environments share features, hence we wish that the learning agents share
information. We name this learning setting Group Online Adaptive Learning (GOAL).

Unfortunately, in non-stationary environments, since the learning task changes over time,
storing concepts and sharing them across learning agents introduces several challenges. First,
constraints onmemory complexity limit the number of “memories” that canbe stored. Second,
a learner can enjoy the advantage of sharing information only once he recognized the relevant
shared information. Thismeans a learner should converge quickly to using shared information
if it is relevant and available in the stored set. Finally, sharing among learners can lead to
negative transfer, where sharing interferes with learning (Pan and Yang 2010). This issue
is particularly important when learning in changing environments since a learner that is
helpful at one point in time may interfere at another time. A good sharing algorithm should
achievesafe sharing, namely, when a learner L1 no longer contributes to the learning process
of another learner L2, then L2 should quickly adapt to avoid using the information shared
by L1 until it becomes useful again.

With these challenges in mind, we designed an algorithm we call Shared Online Adaptive
Learning (SOAL), which learns efficiently in the GOAL setting. SOALmaintains a logarith-
mic sketch of the environment of each learning agent and shares this sketch with all learners.
We show how this sketch enables quick adaption to the changing environment of each agent,
without having to detect the changes explicitly.We also show, in the context of a regret bound,
that this algorithm has safe sharing.

We illustrate the key properties of our suggested approach on a synthetic dataset and
evaluate our approach on two learning tasks in the vision and text domains. In the visual
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domain, we tested our algorithm on a hard task of analyzing dynamic visual scenes when
multiple agents can share their learningmodels. In the text domain, we collected a new dataset
and tested our approach on the editor assignment problem, learning jointly the relevance of
papers for each of the editors. In all experiments, we show that our approach suffers smaller
losses compared to existing approaches.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the group online adaptive learning
setting, and Sect. 3 discusses the relation of this setting to existing research fields. In Sects. 4
and 5, we proposed a learning architecture and algorithm for the GOAL setting. We analyze
the algorithm in Sect. 6, where we define the group adaptive regret and prove the ‘safe-
sharing’ property. Experimental results on three datasets: synthetic, visual domain and text
domain are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Group online adaptive learning

Group Online Adaptive Learning is a marriage between multi-task learning (multiple agents)
and online adaptive learning (non-stationary environments). Figure 1 illustrates the relation
between the approach taken in this paper and these two research directions. Now we define
formally the learning setting and discuss in detail the relation of our work to these two
research directions.

In Group Online Adaptive Learning, N learning agents L1, . . . , LN learn continuously
with each agent facing its own non-stationary environment. At each time step t = 1, . . . , T ,
an agent La , receives a sample uat ∈ U and predicts a label xat (uat ) ∈ Y using hypothesis
xat ∈ K . Here U denotes the input space, Y denotes the label space and K denotes the
hypothesis space. Agent La suffers a loss lat (xat (uat ), y

a
t ), (uat , y

a
t ) ∼ Da

t where yat ∈ Y and
Da
t is assumed to be non-stationary, namely for s �= t the following might hold: ∃(u, y) ∈

U × Y : pDa
s
(u, y) �= pDa

t
(u, y).

In standard online learning, the performance of an online algorithm is measured in com-
parison to the best fixed hypothesis in hindsight, defined by the regret:

Regret (A) ≡
T∑

t=1

lt (xt (ut ), yt ) − min
x∗∈K

T∑

t=1

lt (x
∗(ut ), yt ).

Importantly, static regret is often inadequate when handling non-stationary data streams,
since algorithms that minimize the regret fail to follow changes in the distribution. Another

Fig. 1 Research areas in machine learning organized based on the multiplicity of agents or tasks and on
the stationarity of the distribution. Multi-task approaches for stationary distributions also include knowledge
transfer (Pan and Yang 2010) and domain adaptation (Sugiyama et al. 2007; Saenko et al. 2010). Single-agent
approaches for non-stationary distributions include online adaptive learning methods (Hazan and Seshadhri
2009) and concept drift learning (Zliobaite 2009; Gama et al. 2014)
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measure, adaptive regret (AR) (Hazan and Seshadhri 2009), aims to minimize the regret of
an algorithm A at any interval I = [r, . . . , s] ⊆ [1, . . . , T ] during learning. The adaptive
regret of an algorithm A on a sequence (u1, y1), . . . , (uT , yT ) ∈ U × Y is defined as:

Adaptive-Regret (A) ≡ sup
I=[r,s]

(
s∑

t=r

lt (xt (ut ), yt ) − min
x∗
I ∈K

s∑

t=r

lt (x
∗
I (ut ), yt )

)
. (1)

Adaptive regret is localized in time in the sense that the loss of A is compared to the loss
obtained at a single (worst) contiguous interval.

In the GOAL setting, we aim to optimize the group performance of all learners.We define:

Definition 1 On a set of sequences {(ua1, ya1 ), . . . , (uaT , yaT ) ∈ U×Y }Na=1 the group adaptive
regret of an online optimization algorithm A for multiple learners is defined as the sum of
adaptive regrets that the individual learners suffer.

Group-Adaptive-Regret (A)

≡
∑

a=1,...,N

sup
I=[r,s]

(
s∑

t=r

lat (xat (uat ), y
a
t ) − min

xaI
∗∈K

s∑

t=r

lat (xaI
∗
(uat ), y

a
t )

)
. (2)

When learning agents are trained to solve unrelated tasks, minimizing the group adaptive
regret can be approached trivially by optimizing each adaptive learner separately. However,
when the learning tasks are related, the regret can be decreased further by sharing information
among learning agents.

As an example, imagine a set of cameras that need to track-and-recognize objects or
people. Modern trackers learn appearances during tracking. Consider an object with a view
that makes it very hard to recognize, perhaps because it blends with the background. Here,
for illustration, all N agents (cameras) share the same worst sequence of images I , and suffer
the same regret on this sequence. From the definition of adaptive regret as the supremum of
regret over sequenceswe get that all agents share the same adaptive regret AR(A).When each
agent learns independently without sharing, the group adaptive regret equals N × AR(A).
However, if one agent encounters this worse sequence before all other agents, it can share its
experience (based on appearance of object viewpoints). The group regret could be reduced
significantly to AR(A) + ∑

a=1,...(N−1) Ra , where ∀a, Ra 
 AR(A) denotes the regret that
a learning agent suffers during the process of accessing the shared information. The gain that
can be achieved by sharing depends on how effectively agents can use past experience of
other agents. Section 6.2 shows that this regret Ra is indeed small for SOAL.

While information sharing could benefit learning, it may also harm learning if unrelated
tasks are forced to share information. This effect is known as negative transfer (Pan and Yang
2010). For instance, in the multi-camera setting described above, negative transfermay occur
if each camera tracks another object with a significantly different appearance, like having a
different color in color-based tracking. In such a setting, trackers will learn incorrect object-
appearance models by using false color information, for example by considering non-zero
weights over color features learned by different unrelated trackers. Section 6.1 shows that
SOAL avoids negative transfer in the sense that the adaptive regret of SOAL is asymptotically
equivalent to that of single adaptive learner without sharing information.
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3 Related work

The current paper is related to two lines of research: sharing among multiple learning tasks,
and learning in a changing environment.

3.1 Sharing among multiple learning tasks

First, our work is closely related to previous learning methods considering sharing among
multiple learning tasks. Information sharing has been studied mainly in the four settings:
knowledge transfer (KT), domain adaptation (DA), life-long learning (LL) and multi-task
learning (MTL). A formal definition is outside the scope of this paper, and since these terms
are not always well delineated, we interpret them according to their most common usage.
While these settings are closely related to GOAL, they differ by several key aspects.

The first key difference is that information transfer in GOAL occurs continuously. KL and
DA address the problem of transferring learned knowledge to a new learning task or when
the test data comes from a different domain than the train data (Pan and Yang 2010). Both
KT and DA transfer information at a single transfer from the source tasks to the target task.
For instance, knowledge-transfer methods have been applied in visual object recognition to
transfer information one category (like car) to a related category (like motorbike), because it
helps to recognize categories with few samples (Tommasi et al. 2010; Zweig and Weinshall
2007). As another example, in DA the conditional distribution of output values given input
points is assumed to be shared among learning tasks (Sugiyama et al. 2007; Saenko et al.
2010). Unlike KT and DA, information transfer in GOAL occurs continuously as the data
distribution drifts. This property of GOAL is similar to life-long learning (Thrun andMitchell
1995; Ruvolo and Eaton 2014), a form of continuous transfer learning. In LL an agent
receives a continuous stream of learning tasks and learns a growing set of models, one for
each task.

A second key difference is that KT, DA and LL are task-sequential in nature, namely,
learning first occurs in one task and applied later to another task. This can be viewed as an
adaption process. A learner adapts learned knowledge to the new task. More formally, KT,
DA and LL maintain two sets of learning tasks, Ls for which the learning has ended and Lt
for which the learning occurs with the help of previously learnt Ls . Unlike these approaches,
in GOAL every single learner operates in a non-stationary environment which may implicitly
drift and switch the concept being learned at unknown points in time. As a result, all learners
need to continuously adapt to the drifting concepts, yielding in a joined set of learners L
acting as both sources and targets.

Multi-task learning (MTL) is another setting for sharing information across tasks. MTL
is not task-sequential, having multiple agents learn simultaneously while sharing informa-
tion (Caruana 1997; Argyriou et al. 2008). Among MTL approaches, the most related to
GOAL are approaches dealing with an online setting (Lugosi et al. 2009; Dredze and Cram-
mer 2008; Saha et al. 2011; Cavallanti et al. 2010; Zweig andWeinshall 2013; Adamskiy et al.
2012). These methods enable sharing of information while receiving a continues stream of
data. Generally, inMTL it is often assumed that relations between tasks are known in advance,
that relations between tasks remain the same, that all learners have access to all data streams,
or that samples come from a stationary distribution.

The GOAL learning setting can also be viewed as online multi-task learning, with several
key assumptions relaxed: Samples arrive from drifting distributions; relations among learners
are not known in advance andmay actually change in time; and finally, the information shared
among learners is limited to be strongly sublinear in the length of the data stream.
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3.2 Learning in a changing environment

The second research field which is closely related to our work is learning in changing
environments, also known as “concept-drift”. In this setting, the distribution of the data
is non stationary and unknown to the learners. This topic has been extensively studied in
the setting of a single learner (Zliobaite 2009; Gama et al. 2014). Changing environments
have also been studied in the setting of distributed learning (Kamp et al. 2014; Gabel
et al. 2015; Ang et al. 2013). In this setting, each node in a distributed network of learn-
ers receives its own set of samples but samples of all nodes are generated by the same
distribution. Ang et al. (2013) relax this assumption on shared distribution and allow con-
cept drift to occur in each node asynchronously. Still, they assume that a single sequence
of drifted distributions generates the samples for all nodes. The GOAL setting described
here is more general in the sense that no such assumptions are made on the relation among
learners.

An important characteristic of methods for learning in changing environments is whether
they explicitly detect changes in the environments. Gabel et al. (2015) proposed a method
that explicitly detects changes in least-square regression models, in order to reduce costly
model updates in a distributed environment. Methods that avoid explicit detection of changes
typically optimize an online measure of performance designed to fit the non-stationary nature
of the data. For instance, in Freund et al. (1997) andHerbster andWarmuth (1998) the optimal
hypothesis used to compute the regret is assumed to changeover time and come fromadiscrete
set of experts. Alternatively, Hazan and Seshadhri (2009) suggest a continuous notion of
regret for changing environments: adaptive-regret (AR). This paper adopts the notion of
adaptive-regret and extends it to multi-task learning. In addition, we provide an algorithm to
learn while sharing information, while preserving the adaptive guarantees of the algorithm
presented in Hazan and Seshadhri (2009).

4 A single adaptive learner in a changing environment

This section describes our approach for learning a single adaptive agent. We extend the
approach to group adaptive learning in Sect. 5.

To solve the group online adaptive learning problem,weuse a known reduction fromonline
learning to online convex optimization (Hazan 2016). The reduction allows us to build on
the work of adaptive online convex optimization (Hazan and Seshadhri 2009).1 Hazan and
colleagues described an efficient approach to the problem of minimizing the adaptive regret
(Eq. 1), for a single agent in a non-stationary data-stream (Hazan and Seshadhri 2009). The
main idea is that the agent adaptively maintains a small set of experts, which themselves are
online convex optimization algorithms.

Formally, at time t , the learner has access to a set of experts St = {E1, . . . , ER}. Each
of these experts E j makes a prediction x j

t at time t . The learner maintains a distribution pt
over expert advice, and uses it to compute its own prediction xt = ∑

j p
j
t x

j
t . Equivalently,

in the online learning setting, when the learner is presented with a sample ut , it predicts

1 Specifically, the loss in our learning problem is written as a function over the learned parameters, the sample
and the label, whereas in standard online convex optimization notation the loss is a function of the parameters
only. For a convex hypothesis class an online learning problem can bewritten as a convex optimization problem
by defining the following loss: ft (xt ) ≡ lt (xt (ut ), yt ).
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xt (ut ) = ∑
j p

j
t x

j
t (ut ),2, where x j

t (ut ) is the prediction of expert E j , given sample ut at
time t . After the learner made his prediction, it suffers a loss ft (xt ) ≡ lt (xt (ut ), yt ).

More specifically, the distribution over experts can be maintained using an efficient algo-
rithm called Follow the Leading History (FLH) (Hazan and Seshadhri 2009). In FLH, three
adaptive processes take place at each time step. First, the pool of experts St is revised: a
new expert is added and some experts are removed. Second, the learning agent updates the
weights pt over the experts. Third, every expert E j modifies its model.

– Component 1: Maintaining the set of experts St . At each time step t , FLH initiates a new
online learner and adds it to the working set of experts St . Initiating a new online learner
provides quicker adaptation by introducing an expert which has not seen past samples
and is more effected by present samples.
To limit the size of St , the set is then pruned in a way that guarantees that its size grows
like O(log T ). Specifically, once an expert is created, it is assigned a “lifetime”, which
predetermines the time it will retire from the working set. To compute the “lifetime”,
each time step is uniquely represented as t = r2k where r ∈ N is odd and k ∈ N. The
lifetime of an expert added at time t is set to 2k+d + 1, where d is a parameter.

– Component 2: Updating weights over experts p j
t . FLH uses multiplicative updates of the

weights, p j
t+1 ∝ p j

t e
−α ft (x

j
t ). The newly added expert receives a weight of 1/(t + 1).

– Component 3: Updating the expert models. In FLH, the experts are themselves online
convex optimization algorithms, and they all modify their models at each step given the
loss they suffer.

When the loss f is α exp-concaveand ∀x, | f (x)| ≤ 1, FLH obtains an adaptive regret upper
bound of:

AR(A) ≤ R(T )O(log T ) + O(log2 T ). (3)

This upper bound has three components. First, R(T ) is the standard regret of a single expert.
Second, for an interval [r, s], the regret between the loss of FLH and that of an expert that
started at time r is bounded by O(log T ) [Lemma 3.1 in Hazan and Seshadhri (2009)]. Third,
when pruning the working set of experts, a further regret of size log(T ) is suffered, since
the pruned set may not contain the best expert (Lemma 3.2 in Hazan and Seshadhri (2007)).
Together, the total upper boundon the adaptive regret is R(T ) log(T )+O(log2(T )). Similarly,
for the case of a general convex loss function the adaptive-regret bound is R(T ) log(T ) +
O(

√
T log3(T )) (Zinkevich 2003).

5 Sharing in a changing environment

We turn to learning with multiple agents and describe a framework and an algorithm for
sharing while learning in a non-stationary environment. The algorithm is designed to address
three problems. First, to cope with a changing environment, the algorithm should allow each
learning agent to quickly adapt to a new distribution. Second, to benefit from sharing across
agents, the algorithm should allow each learner to use information available to other learners.
Third, to avoid negative sharing, the algorithm should allow each learner to quickly disregard
non useful information from other learners.

2 As long as the loss function ft (xt ), as defined in the reduction of the online learning problem to the online
convex optimization problem, is α-exp concave and ∀x, | f (x)| ≤ 1 the regret bounds of Hazan and Seshadhri
(2009) hold.
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To achieve these three goals, the algorithm tracks efficiently the changing envi-
ronment while exploiting information learned previously by other agents in the net-
work. This approach is particularly useful when a learning agent experiences an event
before other learners. In these scenarios, learners can benefit from the collective past
experiences.

To illustrate why the problem is hardwe first present two straw-man solutions. A first naive
approach to achieve sharing would be to use an algorithm where each learning agent trains a
unique set of experts on its own data stream, similarly to FLH. But, in addition to FLH, each
learner also has access to experts trained by other agents and learns to weight them. Unfor-
tunately, in this approach an agent may learn to trust an expert which continuously adapts to
the changing environment of another learning agent. This can lead to negative transfer when
the relation among the learning agents changes. This issue is manifested in the fact that this
approachwill not preserve the adaptive regret bound ofHazan and Seshadhri (2009). To prove
the adaptive regret bound it is necessary that a learning agent use expertswhich adapt to its own
distribution.

A second straw-man solution would be to use a classical MTL approach of selecting infor-
mative features jointly among different learning agents. This can be achieved by modifying
the FLH algorithm to train the set of experts of each agent jointly with experts from other
agents, using a group-lasso regularization term encouraging joint feature selection. Here
again, the AR bounds of Hazan and Seshadhri (2009) do not hold and negative transfer may
occur when agents do not have shared features.

The two straw-man solution described above suffer from potential negative transfer and
lose guarantees on adaptive regret. They also cannot handle sharing information from long-
past history.Wedevise an alternative approach that shares historical events fromenvironments
through functions of the data. The key idea is that learners share few functions of the data that
can be weighted by each learner. To select these functions, we use the fact that each learner
has already trained useful experts for its environment, and we retire these experts into a pool
that is shared by all learners. This allows efficient sharing using a knowledge representation
that is logarithmic in the size of the data that each learner observes and maintains the AR
bounds.

5.1 Overview of the architecture and algorithm

We start with an overview of the architecture and the algorithm, and describe them in details
in Sects. 5.2–5.4.

The architecture can be viewed as a network with two hidden layers as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The network has the following components:

1. Data layer.
2. A Shared knowledge layer with a set of shared experts. Experts in this set stopped

adapting, and serve as ‘recorded snapshots’ of the past, with the purpose of providing a
sketch of historical information shared across all learners.

3. An adaptive layer with a set of private experts. Experts in this set continuously adapt, and
are of two kinds. First, historical experts, which make predictions based on the experts
in the shared set. Second, contemporary experts, which make predictions based directly
on data samples.

4. Output layer.
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Fig. 2 The architecture. Each learning agent La has a pool of experts E1
a , . . . , Er

a , half of which
(contemporary ) directly compute over current data, and the other half (historical ) compute over the outputs
of shared experts.Circles denote experts. Filled circles denote frozen experts that no longer adapt. The dashed
line illustrates that contemporary experts retire to become “frozen” shared experts

Overview of the algorithm

Wepresent an algorithm for training a set of learning agents we name Shared Adaptive Online
Learning (SOAL), see Algorithm 1. Like FLH, this algorithm continuously adapts each of
its learners to their environments, but unlike FLH, every learner also adaptively accesses a
shared historical memory. The key idea of the approach is that each learner maintains a
set of weights over both historical and contemporary adaptive experts (pa in Fig. 2). This
allows the learner to adapt quickly to changes in the environment , and also quickly recall
experts from the collective memory of other learners.

The algorithm proceeds as follows. As in the case of a single adaptive learner describe in
Sect. 4, three types of updates take place at each time step t :

– Update the expert models.All experts in the private set are themselves online optimizers.
At Step 1a of Algorithm 1, all historical and contemporary experts output their predic-
tions, suffer a loss and update their model. We denote by E j ( ft−1) the output at time t
of expert j using its modified model after suffering loss at time t − 1.

– Update weights over experts in the private set. At each time step t , a distribution, pt ,
over experts in the private set is updated (Step 1). This update involves several steps,
first the distribution is updated given the losses of all experts in the private set. Resulting
in a distribution p̂t+1 (Step 1c). At Steps 1d and 1e, two new experts are added to
the private set, their weights are temporarily set to 0 so they are considered part of
the distribution p̂t+1. Then, the new experts are given non-zero weights and all the
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Algorithm 1 Shared-Online-Adaptive-Learning (SOAL)

Agent-specific initialization: For each learning agent La : Let Sat = {E1
a , . . . ,Era} be its set of private experts

at time t , t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, t ≤ r ≤ 2t , each E j
a being an online optimization algorithm. Let pat be a distribution

over Sat . Initialize S
a
1 = {E1

a}. r = 1, pa
1

1 = 1, for any a. Let f at be the loss function applied to the predictions
of La .
Shared initialization: Let Ht be a set of shared experts for all learning agents at time t . Initialize it to one of

the private experts H1 = E1
1.

for t = 1 to T do

1. For each learning agent a: (for clarity, we drop the ‘a’ superscript below)

a) ∀ j ∈ St , set the prediction of the j th expert x( j)
t = E j ( ft−1), compute loss ft (x

( j)
t ) and update

E j

b) play xt = ∑
j∈St p

( j)
t x( j)

t

c) Multiplicative update: Receive ft (loss at time t) and perform update for i ∈ St : p̂(i)
t+1 =

p(i)
t e−α ft (x

(i)
t )/

∑
j∈St p

( j)
t e−α ft (x

( j)
t )

d) Assign a new contemporary expert Er+1, set p̂(r+1)
t+1 =0

e) Assign a new historical expert Er+2, set p̂(r+2)
t+1 = 0

f) Addition step: Set p(r+1)
t+1 and p(r+2)

t+1 to 1/(t + 2) and for i �= r + 1 and i �= r + 2, : p(i)
t+1 =

(1 − (t + 2)−1) p̂(i)
t+1

g) Pruning step: update St to the set St+1. For all i ∈ St+1: p
(i)
t+1 = p(i)

t+1∑
j∈St+1

p( j)
t+1

h) Add all contemporary experts removed from St to the set of shared experts H.

2. Prune set H according to Section 5.2.

weights of the previously existing experts are scaled appropriately (Step 1f ). This yields
a new distribution pt+1. Finally, the distribution over experts in the private set, pt+1, is
obtained by removing all experts whose lifetime has expired from the private set and than
normalizing pt+1 over all remaining experts in the set (Step 1g).

– Maintaining all three sets of experts. At each time step every learning agent adds two
nodes to their adaptive layer by adding one historical expert (Step 1e) and one contempo-
rary expert (Step 1d) to its pool of private experts and sets their lifetimes. The agent also
removes nodes from the adaptive layer by removing experts from the private pool whose
lifetime has expired (Step 1g), and moves them to the set of shared experts (adding nodes
to the Shared Knowledge layer, Step 1h), keeping their lifetime. Then, shared experts
that expired are removed (nodes deleted from the Shared Knowledge layer, Step 2).

The SOAL algorithm extends the FLH algorithm (Sect. 4) by adding two sets of experts:
the shared set and the adaptive historical set. We now describe in details these two sets. In
Sect. 6 we prove the added sets extend the FLH algorithm to make use of shared knowledge,
while preserving its original guarantees.

5.2 Shared knowledge layer

Information is shared across learners using ‘snapshots’ of past experts, represented using a
set of shared experts H . This set is dynamic, in the sense that some experts are added and
others are removed, but the expert themselves are ‘frozen’, in the sense that once they are
added to the pool they no longer adapt in response to loss.
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The shared set is maintained as follows:
Addition Every time an expert retires from the pool of contemporary experts of one of the

learning agents, it is added to the set of shared experts. The expert is assigned a
lifetime equal to c ∗ l, where l is the initial lifetime parameter the retired expert
had in the private pool, and c is a constant (Step 1h in Algorithm 1).

Removal Every time step, t , all lifetimes of shared experts are reduced by 1. Experts whose
lifetime expired are removed from the shared set (Step 2 in Algorithm 1).

The addition step is repeated for all N learners. Setting the lifetime of each expert added
to the shared set to be the same as it was initially in the private set (up to a factor of c),
guarantees that the contribution of each learner to the size of the shared set is proportional to
the size of its private set which is O(log T ) (see Sect. 4 component 1). Thus the size of the
shared set is O(N log T ).

We show below that this logarithmic dependency on T guarantees fast runtime (Sect. 5.4)
and quick adaptation to shared events (Sect. 6.2). Section 7 demonstrates empirically that the
shared setmaintains a shared knowledge in the sense that using it reduces the loss significantly.

Other strategies for maintaining the set could be applied. For example, stronger prun-
ing may not be harmful to frequently-repeating events, since their corresponding experts
repeatedly get added to the pool. Prior knowledge on the statistics of event recurrence across
learners could lead to tighter regret bounds.

5.3 Historical private experts

The shared set described above captures historical information dating back to the oldest
expert in the set.

Given our assumption that the environment is dynamic, we assume that at any time point
only some historical information is relevant to a present learner, and the relevance of different
portions of the history may change abruptly. To allow learners to quickly find the relevant
small number of shared experts that are most relevant at present, each learner maintains a set
of historical private experts. Each expert in the historical private set is an online algorithm
which learns multiplicative weights over the prediction of the experts [as in Freund et al.
(1997)] in the shared set. In Sect. 6.2 we prove that the historical private experts enable quick
adaptation in the presence of relevant shared information.

5.4 Runtime analysis

The total runtime of Algorithm 1 is O(V N log2(T )), where T is the number of time steps, N
is the number of learning agents and V is the runtime of a single expert over the data. To see
this, use the fact that the size of the private set is O(log(T )) and that the number of historical
private experts is half the size of the private set. Also note that at each time step, the runtime
of a single historical private expert is O(V N log(T )), where O(N log(T )) is the size of the
shared set. As a result, the total runtime of the historical private experts is O(V N log2(T )).
From Hazan and Seshadhri (2007) the runtime of the contemporary experts is O(V (log(T )).
Thus the runtime of the historical private experts dominates and the total runtime becomes
O(V N log2(T )).

6 Regret analysis

We now analyze the group adaptive regret (GAR, Definition 1) for Algorithm 1 and present
two complementary results. First, we show that SOAL avoids negative-transfer of shared
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information by proving that the adaptive regret of SOAL is asymptotically equivalent to that
of FLH which does not share information. Second, we show that SOAL can quickly find
relevant shared information.

6.1 Safe sharing

The SOAL algorithm is designed to allow Safe Sharing, namely, it allows a learning agent to
ignore irrelevant information from other learners. We show that SOAL can share safely by
proving that it has the same adaptive regret as FLH which does not share information. This
means that although sharing introduces the additional complexity of learning over historical
experts, it does not hurt the efficient adaptivity obtained with FLH.

Lemma 1 Let RFLH (T ) be the adaptive regret of FLH and RSOAL (T ) be the adaptive regret
of SOAL.When the loss f is α exp-concave and ∀x, | f (x)| ≤ 1 the upper bound on RFLH is
asymptotically equivalent to that of RSOAL .

Proof By construction of the SOAL algorithm the size of the private experts set is twice the
size of the expert set maintained by the FLH algorithm. As a result, that size is logarithmic
in T , as in FLH. In addition, SOAL updates of the working set are the same as in FLH,
yielding the same guarantees as in Lemma 3.2 in Hazan and Seshadhri (2009). The update
of the weights pt is closely similar to the FLH updates, with the difference being that the
normalization factor in SOAL is t + 2 instead of t + 1 in FLH. It is trivial to show that this
change does not effect the bound of Lemma 3.1 of Hazan and Seshadhri (2009). Theorem
3.1 in Hazan and Seshadhri (2009) is derived directly from their Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and the
regret bound of the online convex algorithm R(T ). we conclude that the bounds RFLH also
apply to RSOAL . �

Intuitively, the Proof of Lemma 1 is due to the fact that SOAL preserves the same set of
contemporary experts as in FLH, while adding a compact set of historical experts. The lemma
uses this compact size of the historical set (logarithmic in T ) together with the assumptions
that the α exp-concave loss functions are bounded, and the exponential updates of expert
weights to guarantee that “bad” experts from the historical set do not dominate the learning.
As a result, even if all experts in the historical set are “bad” SOAL can learn using the experts
from the contemporary set, hence avoiding negative transfer.

Lemma 1 discusses the adaptive regret; we now show how it yields the ‘safe sharing’
property for group adaptive regret.

Corollary 1 Let RG
SOAL(T ) be the group adaptive regret (definition 1) and let Ra

FLH (T ) be
the adaptive regret of FLH applied to a learner La. The upper bound on RG

SOAL (T ) equals
the upper bound on

∑
a R

a
FLH (T ).

Corollary 1 is a direct consequence of the definition of the group adaptive regret as the
sum over individual agent adaptive regret (Definition 1) and of Lemma 1.

We learn from the above that SOAL preserves the same regret bounds as FLH. At the same
time, SOAL has the added advantages that it has access to shared information and tracks the
private history of each agent. We show below that these additional features improve its
learning performance.

6.2 Quick adaptation through sharing

The previous section showed that sharing information in SOAL does not harm the guarantees
on adaptive regret of individual learners. We now discuss how SOAL can actually benefit
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from using shared information captured in the shared set. Recall the effect of the standard
regret R(T ) of a single expert on the adaptive regret, Eq. (3). Consider a case where learner
La has already trained an expert E achieving low regret for the task of a second learner Lb. If
this low-regret expert is kept in the shared set, the following lemma shows that the historical
private experts have very low standard (non-adaptive) regret to the best expert in the shared
set. This is important because the standard regret has a large contribution to the adaptive
regret Eq. (3).

Lemma 2 Consider a set of k experts added to the shared set whose lifetimes in the private
set are λ1, . . . , λk . If these experts are pruned using lifetimes cλ1, . . . , cλk , then an online
algorithm A which learns only over the shared set using multiplicative updated weights, as
in Freund et al. (1997), attains a regret of at most O(log(N log(T ))) compared with the best
expert in the shared set.

Proof The pruning procedure described in Sect. 4 component 1 guarantees that the size of
the private set is O(log(T )) (Hazan and Seshadhri 2009). Applying the same pruning policy
to the shared set and setting the lifetime of each expert added (from any of the N agents)
to the set of shared experts to cλ yields that the size of the shared set is O(N log(T )). The
performance of an online algorithm which learn multiplicative weights over the prediction of
experts degrades logarithmically with the number of experts (Freund et al. 1997). Therefore,
the regret of A to the best expert in the shared set is O(log(N log(T ))). �

To emphasize the advantage of learning over the outputs of experts in the shared set,
consider the difference between the two types of online learners in the private set: the regular
contemporary private learners and the historical private learners. The regular online learners
in the contemporary set have a regret bound of R(T ) ≤ O(

√
T ) (or R(T ) ≤ O(log(T )) in the

strong convex case) and this bound cannot be improved (Abernethy et al. 2008). The learners
in the historical private set have a regret bound of O(log(N log(T ))) to the best expert in the
shared set (Lemma 2). Thus, the bound on the regret of the historical private experts to the
current optimal predictor is R(T ) ≤ Z+O(log(N log(T )))where Z denotes the regret to the
optimal predictor of the best expert in the shared set.When Z is large, namely no ‘good’ expert
exists in the shared set, the adaptive learning of SOALwill assign lowweights to all historical
private learners (see Safe Sharing property proved in Lemma 1). When Z is small, namely at
least one expert in the shared set captures information that is relevant to the learning task, the
historical private learners would quickly converge (O(log(N log(T )))) to using the outputs
of the ‘good’ experts in the shared set. As a result, SOALwould quickly assign higher weights
to the historical private learners relative to the slower (O(

√
T )) contemporary learners.

7 Experiments

Wefirst use a synthetic data set to illustrate some of the properties of SOAL, and then evaluate
its performance on two real-data tasks: navigating in a visual scene and assigning editors to
journals.

7.1 Compared baselines and hyperparameter tuning

We compare the performance of seven learning models.

1. SOAL: Shared Adaptive Online Learning, as described in Algorithm 1 above.
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2. History-only SOAL (HoSOAL):Avariant of SOALwhere experts are not shared between
learners, hence each expert only learns from its own history.

3. Sharing-only SOAL (SoSOAL): A variant of SOAL where each learner is only aware of
the shared experts of other learners and not of its own.

4. FLH: The adaptive algorithm the-Leading-History of Hazan and Seshadhri (2009).
5. Shared-Experts-FLH (SE-FLH): A variant of FLH where each learning agent updates

its own set of experts. However, unlike FLH, it learns weights over all experts including
experts trained by other agents.

6. MTL-FLH: A variant of FLH where the set of experts are trained jointly using a group-
lasso regularization term encouraging joint feature selection, using the optimization
approach of Yang et al. (2010).

7. Online: The online dual averaging algorithm of Xiao (2010) with a hinge-loss.

All seven approaches use an online algorithm as a building block for training experts. We
chose to use the online dual averaging method of Xiao (2010) with a hinge loss. The value of
the α hyper parameter of all SOAL and FLH models was tuned, and the results below are for
the best α of each model. We also tuned and selected the best value of the parameter σ which
controls the weight of regularization in case sparse feature selection is used, e.g. MTL-FLH
model. For SOAL, the lifetime of an expert in the shared set was three times the lifetime of
a private expert.

7.2 Synthetic experiments

To illustrate the adaptive and ‘safe sharing’ properties of SOAL, we created a synthetic binary
classification task based on sparse feature selection.

We create five data sequences each with 100 positive samples and 100 negative samples.
Each sample is represented using 225 binary features. The i th sequence of samples is drawn
from the following conditional distribution: The i th feature is set to ‘1’ for a positive sample
and to ‘−1’ otherwise. All remaining features are set uniformly at random to either ‘1’ or
‘−1’.

We create two learning settings, each with five learners. To make comparisons across
methods and across settings easier to interpret, we present performance relative to the Online
baseline. Specifically, we show the ratio between the cumulative loss of an algorithm to the
cumulative loss of the Online baseline. This ratio is averaged over the five learners in each
setting.

Synthetic experiment 1: online setting

As a first experiment we illustrate how SOAL avoids negative transfer when sharing is not
useful. Specifically we study the case of stationary online learning, with no benefit in sharing.
This setting is simulated by presenting each learner with a single unique sequence of 200
samples created from a its own distribution. Five learners are considered. Figure 3a shows
the cumulative loss ratio to the online baseline, for the conditions where information sharing
cannot help. SOAL avoids negative transfer (‘safe sharing’) in the sense that its performance
is not significantly inferior to that of FLH and regular online learning even though it enables
information sharing in a setting where it cannot help. The performance of Shared-Experts-
FLH andMTL-FLH is substantially worse,3 even compared to the online baseline, with a loss
ratio of 4.04 ± 0.74 and 2.11 ± 0.18, respectively. The poor performance of the alternative

3 Results are omitted from the bar plot to avoid skewing of the data.
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Fig. 3 Synthetic data experiment. The ordinate denotes the average ratio of cumulative loss of each methods
compared with the online baseline. a Regular online setting data is drawn from stationary distributions and
nothing can be gained by sharing. b GOAL setting data is drawn from non-stationary distributions hence
sharing can help

sharing baselines demonstrates the potential danger in negative knowledge-transfer, which
SOAL avoids.

Synthetic experiment 2: GOAL setting

Wedemonstrate here the superior performance of SOAL in the GOAL learning setting, where
data is assumed to come from non stationary distributions and tasks can benefit from sharing.
This setting is simulated by training five learning tasks, where each learner is presented with
a long sequence of 1000 samples which is divided into five smaller sub-sequences. In total
five small sub-sequences where used, each appears in the long sequence of each learner at
a different position. For example, learner 1 learned sequences 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 while learner 2
learned the same sequences in a different order 2, 3, 4, 5, 1. Figure 3b shows a significant
improvement in the performance of SOAL, which outperforms all other baselines. We also
see an improvement in the performance of the two other sharing baselines Shared-Experts-
FLH and MTL-FLH compared to their performance in the regular online setting. Indicating
that they are actually able to share information where it is beneficial. Yet, their performance
is significantly worth compared to SOAL and the other baselines because they are not able to
properly learn in adaptive environments. FLH and History-only SOAL on the other hand, are
able to quickly adapt but are outperformed by SOALwhich is able to share relevant historical
information in addition to its quick adaptation. This performance also illustrates that sharing
based on the historical experts does not interfere with the adaptation properties, as is the case
for Shared-Experts-FLH and MTL-FLH .

7.3 Visual navigation experiment

We used the dataset from Procopio et al. (2009). It contains multiple video scenes, all of
which have been shown to contain time-varying (drifting) concepts. Each scene contains a
sequence of 100 frames. Each pixel in each frame is labeled as “safe”, “non-safe” or “not-
sure”. We only used safe and non-safe labels. The objective is to classify pixels as safe or
non-safe. We analyzed the three scenes (1, 2, 3), each with 2 light conditions (A,B), yielding
a total of 6 sequences (1A, 1B, 2A, …), which we viewed as six individual tasks. Figure 4
shows an example frame from each of the video sequences.
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Fig. 4 Samples from the visual navigation database. Shown are representative frames from each of the six
video sequences of Procopio et al. (2009). This database contains three different scenes: 1, 2, 3 and two
different lighting conditions: A, B

To represent each pixel, we use the color-histogram features provided with the original
dataset. To decrease redundancy we randomly selected up to 50 pixels from each frame,
verifying an equal number of positive and negative labels from each frame. At each time
step, the learner sees a single pixel. Frames are organized sequentially according to their
original order. For computing regret we use the 0/1 loss.

Formally: consider N learning tasks, L1, . . . , LN . Each learner is presented with the task
of learning to classify pixels in a video sequence as being “safe” or “non-safe”. Each learner
views its own private video sequence. Each time step, t = 1 . . . T , all learners view a single
pixel uat ∈ Ua from their private video sequence. Each learner a classifies the pixel as
safe or not safe using its hypothesis xat and suffers a loss based on the task specific labels
yat ∈ {0, 1}.

Vision experiment 1: each agent in a single scene

We started by a simple experiment training six learning agents, each exposed to a different
scene. In this setting, sharing would help learning if scenes contain common informative
features, and remembering history would help learning if informative features repeat along
time. We tested the six adaptive algorithms and computed their regret compared to the naive
online algorithm.

Figure 5a shows the ratio between the cumulative loss of each algorithm to that of the
cumulative loss of the online baseline. SOAL and History-only SOAL achieve the lowest
loss, strongly outperforming the other baselines. MTL-FLH encourages all learners to share
weights at every timestep, which apparently is inadequate for this data, hurting the regret
compared to standard FLH. In this setting, learning from historical experts is useful, helping
History-only SOAL to slightly outperform SOAL. However, the regret obtained by Sharing-
only SOAL, shows that even when learners are prevented from using their own history,
and forced to use only shared experts their performance is significantly boosted compared
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Fig. 5 Original scenes and random sequences of scenes. The ordinate denotes the average ratio of cumulative
loss of each method compared with the online baseline. a Parallel learning in six agents, each agent exposed
to a single scenes. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean (SEM) across 6 agents. b Learning in
parallel random sequences. Error bars denote SEM over 10 agents, each exposed to its own random sequence
of scenes

to no sharing. The performance of Shared-Experts-FLH is substantially worse,4 2.24 ±
0.32.

Vision experiment 2: random sequences of scenes

To further test the potential benefit of sharing among agents, we created a second learning
setting, where each agent was presented with a random sequence of scenes. Sequences of five
scenes were created by sampling uniformly with repetitions from the six available scenes.
Similar results are obtained when sampling longer sequences, but are not shown here for
clarity. A total of ten agents were trained in parallel. Each agent learns his own random
sequence.

Figure 5b shows the relative cumulative loss compared to the online baseline, computed
by summing over the entire sequence of a learner and averaging across the 10 learning agents.
Again the SOAL and History-only SOAL achieve the lowest loss, strongly outperforming
FLH.

Figure 6 shows four representative examples of random sequences. The left column shows
the cumulative loss as a function of time for 4 learning methods. The right column traces the
maximalweight of a shared expert during learning. Thisweight is computed by summing over
all historical experts in the private set, while multiplying their own weight with the weight
they give to the expert. These examples show how the difference between the cumulative
loss grows as time progresses in favor of SOAL and History-only SOAL compared to the
regular Online and FLH baselines. Typically SOAL also significantly outperforms History-
only SOAL. This behavior is correlated with the high weight of a single expert in the shared
set.

Vision experiment 3: switching losses, quick adaptation

We further studied the effect of sharing by analyzing the loss around the switch between
scenes. The results above suggest that SOAL successfully uses history and shared information

4 Results are omitted from the bar plot to avoid skewing of the data.
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Fig. 6 Learning with a random sequence of scenes. Left A trace of the cumulative loss of four algorithms.
Example of four representative random sequences.Each row corresponds to a different sequence.Vertical lines
mark switches between scenes. Right The maximal weight of an expert in the shared set during the learning
of SOAL
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Fig. 7 Fast adaptive learning. a The cumulative loss of four algorithms shortly after switching to a new loss
function. b The cumulative loss as in (a), but showing 4000 steps

to improve learning. To study sharing in details, we focused on a specific setting where two
agents L A, LB are given two related sequences recorded in the same physical scene under
different light conditions (Procopio et al. 2009).

For the first 1000 steps, learner L A was trained to minimize an arbitrary loss function
frnd , given the sequence 1A. At the same time, learner LB was trained to predict pixel safety
on a sequence 1B. At time 1000 we switched the loss of L A to predict pixel safety for its
sequence.

Figure 7 traces the cumulative loss of agent L A trainedwith one of 4 algorithms, around the
transition point and for a longer duration after the transition point. The naive online algorithm
fails to capture the switch, while the other approaches do. Importantly, SOAL succeeds to
switch much faster than the other limited versions, since it utilizes the set learned by LB with
the 1A scene. We also note that after longer training Historical-SOAL successfully uses past
events from the 1A sequence, and outperforms FLH.

7.4 Editor-assignment experiment

We consider the task of assigning editors to review JMLR papers. When a new paper is
submitted to a journal, the journal needs to assign an editor with relevant expertise to oversee
the reviewing process. This is an online adaptive learning problemwhere the journal receives
a continuous stream of papers, whose distribution changes in time.

We view this online assignment task as an instance of the GOAL setting because it has the
two characteristics definingGOAL: the environment is non-stationary and shared information
among editors. The environment is non stationary in two related aspects. First, many editors
change their fields of interests over time. Second, the distribution of topics changes with the
advance of the research.

Often different editors have overlapping research fields and some editors gain experience
in those fields before others. As a result, the latter may benefit from exploiting information
previously learned by other editors.

7.4.1 Data collection and pre-processing

We downloaded all papers in volumes 1–14 from the website of the journal of machine
learning research http://www.jmlr.org. We removed papers which did not list an editor or a
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submission date in standard format, leaving 910 papers which were accepted to the journal.
After removing the name of editors from the papers, we represented each paper using a stan-
dard tf/idf representation based on a dictionary. To create the dictionary, we used a standard
list of stop words, required a minimum length of 3 characters per word, at least 3 occurrences
of a string in a document and we applied stemming (Porter 1980). We further reduced dimen-
sionality using the unsupervised approach of Zeimpekis and Gallopoulos (2005), resulting
with a sparse 5000 dimensionality representation.

7.4.2 The learning task

Editors may have overlapping areas of expertise and as a consequence, a paper could be
assigned to more than one editor. Thus, we choose to model the assignment problem as a set
of binary classification tasks, one task per editor. For each editor, we trained a single binary
classifier, to determine if each paper is relevant to an editor or not. To create the stream of
papers, papers were sorted according to submission date. At each time step, a single paper is
presented to each editor–learner according to the sorted order.

Formally: consider N learning tasks, L1, . . . , LN , each corresponding to a specific editor.
Each time step, t = 1 . . . T , a paper ut ∈ U is shown to all learners. Each learner a classifies
the paper as relevant or not to its editor using its hypothesis xat and suffers a loss based on
the task specific labels yat ∈ {−1, 1}.

As ground-truth labels, we used the actual JMLR editor assignments, collected and pro-
cessed from the JMLR website. For the positive set, we used the JMLR papers edited by
the editor and for the negative set we used all JMLR papers which were not edited by the
editor. Occasionally a paper is edited by more than one editor, and is in the positive set of all
its editors. We use the 0–1 loss, where an online learner suffers a loss of ‘1’ when a paper
is classified as relevant to an incorrect editor. Otherwise, the loss is ‘0’. We chose this loss
because we only have partial data about which editor is relevant to a paper. Clearly, not all
papers relevant to an editor were assigned to him by JMLR.

To ensure sufficient positive samples per editor, we chose editors who have edited 20 or
more papers. In total, there are six such editors: Gabor Lugosi (GB), John Shawe-Taylor
(JS), Manfred Warmuth (MW), Michael Jordan (MJ), Peter Bartlett (PB), Tommi Jaakkola
(TJ), each with 25, 40, 22, 21, 31, 23 positive papers respectively.

Each learner learns using all 910 papers. This results in a substantially unbalanced learning
setting with approximately 22–45 times more negatives than positives, i.e. an average label
ratio of approximately 1:30. We also used a more balanced settings where 600 negative
samples were selected randomly and removed from each learner’s sample set, achieving an
average positive-to-negative ratio of approximately 1:10.

7.4.3 Results

Performance comparison.We find that somemethods do not performwell with highly unbal-
anceddata, and tend to rejectmost positive samples. In unbalanceddatasetswith fewpositives,
the trivial classifier which rejects all samples would achieve a low loss. We therefore set the
following criteria for a method to be included in the loss comparison. We require that it
achieves a minimum of chance level for positive classification. Achieving lower level of
positive classification indicates that the method simply learns to reject due to the highly
unbalanced data. We therefore avoid showing curves for MTL-FLH and Online baseline
which reject all positive samples and SE-FLH which rejects 66% of the positive samples.
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Fig. 8 Editor assignment cumulative loss. Cumulative loss comparison for all six editor learners computed
over the entire JMLR dataset (910 papers)

Fig. 9 Editor assignment cumulative loss for 1:10 condition. Cumulative loss comparison for all six editor
learners computed over a dataset with an average positive to negative ratio of 1:10. SOAL outperforms all
competing methods

Figure 8 compares the cumulative loss of three competing methods, we see that SOAL,
History-only SOAL always outperform FLH. In Fig. 9 we show the cumulative loss for all
editors in the 1:10 ratio experiment. In this experiment the unbalanced nature of the data was
reduces by a factor of 3, from an average ratio of approximately 1:30 positive to negative
samples, to an average ratio of approximately 1:10. We see that SOAL outperforms all other
methods.
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Fig. 10 Dynamics of weight assigned to shared experts. A heat map showing the strength of sharing among
editors. Results are shown for the entire JMLR dataset and the six chosen editors. Colors correspond to the
sum of weights that editors assign to each of the other editors. Summation is over the weights of all retired
experts in the shared set corresponding to the editor which trained them. The y-axis corresponds to editors
(Color figure online)

Fig. 11 Discovering related editors. A heatmap showing the strength of sharing among editors in the 1:10 ratio
condition. Colors correspond to the sum of weights that editor GL assigns to each of the editors. Summation
is over the weights of all retired experts in the shared set corresponding to the editor which trained them.
The y-axis corresponds to editors. GL assigns a high value to PB around time step 100. This interval in time
corresponds to a paper GL edited and was co-authored by PB and to another paper which GL edited and was
co-authored by an author for which PB edited a previous paper (Color figure online)

Dynamics of sharing in the JMLR full set experiment. Figure 10 presents the sum of weights
that editors assign to each of the other editors. Summation is over the weights of all retired
experts in the shared set corresponding to the editor which trained them. The learners take
advantage of these experts, as can be seen by the weight values which are set away from zero
during most of the time steps. All learners give experts retired from GL, high weight during
the first 200 learning steps. GL sees only negative samples during these learning steps. This
indicates that all learners share GL’s knowledge on negative classification.
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Discovering related editors. Figure 11 shows the sum of weights that editor GL assigns
to each of the editors. Summation is over the weights of all retired experts in the shared
set corresponding to the editor which trained them. The high value on the PB row around
step 100 is because GL learns that editor PB becomes very relevant when GL is presented
with sample number 98, which is a positive sample of a paper edited by GL and written by
PB (Bartlett and Tewari 2007).GL keeps PB’s high weight also when presented with another
positive sample, sample number 100 (Micchelli et al. 2006) which shares the same co-author
as a paper previously reviewed by PB (Micchelli and Pontil 2005).

8 Summary

We presented an algorithm addressing a novel learning setting where learning agents learn
jointly in separate changing environments. This setting applies to many real-world scenarios
where information in data-streams repeats in time and across learners.Our approach addresses
two challenging tasks in a single framework: online learning of changing environments and
joint learning across tasks. Traditional joint learning approaches, which assume the relation
among tasks to be fixed, find it hard to model relations that change while the environment
changes as well.

We define group adaptive regret and prove that when learners adapt jointly our algorithm
maintains the upper bound over the adaptive regret of each individual learner. In this sense, we
achieve safe sharing where the adaptive approach guards the learner from negative transfer.
In addition, the algorithm only saves a compact (logarithmic) sketch of the shared informa-
tion which enables quick adaptation in cases where shared information becomes beneficial.
It remains an interesting future work to analyze the statistical conditions under which min-
imizing the group adaptive regret leads to minimization of the adaptive regret of individual
learners.
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